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Q1  Which bike treatment do you prefer along 72nd Avenue?

Q2  How would you like to see parking incorporated into the final design?

13 (18.8%)

13 (18.8%)

47 (68.1%)

47 (68.1%)

9 (13.0%)

9 (13.0%)

Buffered Bike Lanes - Adds space between the bicycle lane and travel lane or parked cars.

Protected Bike Lanes - Exclusive bicycle facility adjacent to, but separated from the roadway by a physical barrier and/or raised surface.

None, I do not think it is important to include separated bikeways.

Question options

13 (18.8%)

13 (18.8%)

33 (47.8%)

33 (47.8%)

23 (33.3%)

23 (33.3%)

Maximize on-street parking Maximize the pedestrian/bike experience Balance of both

Question options

Optional question (69 responses, 2 skipped)

Optional question (69 responses, 2 skipped)
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Q3  Does the proposal include the right frequency of pedestrian crossings?

Q4  For midblock crossings, a HAWK pedestrian signal is proposed at Gonzaga and an RFFB

(Rapid Flashing Beacon) is proposed bet...

36 (51.4%)

36 (51.4%)

26 (37.1%)

26 (37.1%)

8 (11.4%)

8 (11.4%)

Yes No, I'd like to see MORE pedestrian crossings No, I'd like to see LESS pedestrian crossings

Question options

52 (74.3%)

52 (74.3%)

18 (25.7%)

18 (25.7%)

Yes No, please explain.

Question options

Optional question (70 responses, 1 skipped)

Optional question (70 responses, 1 skipped)
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Anonymous
4/22/2019 08:10 PM

No sense in putting an expensive HAWK in at Gonzaga when there's already

an existing signal ONE block down on Beveland. If you want a pedestrian

crossing between Beveland and the 217/I5 off ramp, then I would move the

Gonzaga signal over to Hampton.

Anonymous
4/22/2019 09:04 PM

There's a possibility of having to stop SEVEN times between 217 and Pacific

Hwy. At certain times of the day, this will cause massive backups. I have

lived in this area 47 years and understand the traffic patterns.

Anonymous
4/22/2019 09:13 PM

Unless you want drivers to avoid 72nd like the plague, there can not be up to

7 signals from 217 to Hwy. 99. Between the HAWKS and pedestrian/bike

signals, it could make drivers more frustrated resulting in running signals.

Anonymous
4/22/2019 11:07 PM

You’re already adding more signals to an otherwise perfectly good side

street. Pedestrian crossing should be limited to signals.

Anonymous
4/24/2019 04:27 PM

Use hawk treatments at both locations, why settle for an rffb anywhere in this

street with heavy vehicular and freight traffic.

Anonymous
4/25/2019 10:10 AM

Please use normal street signal lights. They stay green until a pedestrian

presses the button. HAWK signals confuse motorists especially when they

flash red like a train crossing signal. We already have signal systems that

work well

Anonymous
4/25/2019 03:41 PM

Need more crossings that tie in to area trails/access.

Anonymous
4/26/2019 11:29 AM

72nd seems to be a high volume roadway during business hours and RFFB

could case too many pauses in traffic. I would prefer a more timed approach

such as an actual signal or HAWK.

Anonymous
4/30/2019 12:08 PM

why not use a normal light that stays green until a pedestrian pushes the

button?

Anonymous
5/01/2019 01:28 PM

RRFB's are extremely effective and do not cause unnecessary stopped traffic

after pedestrian has crossed.

Anonymous
5/01/2019 02:39 PM

A pedestrian bridge or tunnel would be better than impeding traffic between

corner crosswalks.

Anonymous
5/01/2019 09:56 PM

normal signal not complicated confusing ones like this. See Beaverton-

Hillsdale Highway for an example. Normal red/yellow/green. Always green

until pedestrians pushes button to cross.

Anonymous
5/02/2019 01:26 PM

A scramble crosswalk would be more effective and efficient

Anonymous
5/02/2019 06:31 PM

My (limited) understanding is that mid-block is more dangerous than at

signalized intersections...considered that mid-block won't provide the ped

protection that we need in this corridor

Anonymous
5/06/2019 06:41 PM

See this tweet thread by Dongho Chang, the city of Seattle’s chief traffic

engineer. He clearly states why HAWK signals are bad for everyone involved

Q5  Explanation:
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and a normal signal is a better use and safer

https://twitter.com/dongho_chang/status/1125445885372928000?s=21

Anonymous
5/06/2019 06:48 PM

I use them in Portland and they’re confusing to motorists and pedestrians

Anonymous
5/06/2019 07:23 PM

Motorists ignore flashing beacons and crosswalk enforcement is too lax. If

you need these things to cross the street, the car traffic is too fast.

Anonymous
5/06/2019 07:44 PM

RRFB drivers don’t stop. I only have people stop for me with a bump at

115th trail crossing

Optional question (18 responses, 53 skipped)
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Q6  Which sidewalk zone features are most important along 72nd Avenue? (Pick 3)

Q7  Highway 217 to Gonzaga

21

21

12

12

14

14

44

44

44

44

41

41

9

9

Cafe seating space Wayfinding Bike parking and repair stations Trash, recycling, pet waste receptacles

Planters and landscaped areas Benches and resting areas Drinking fountains

Question options

20

40

60

7 (10.1%)

7 (10.1%)

30 (43.5%)

30 (43.5%)

18 (26.1%)

18 (26.1%)

14 (20.3%)

14 (20.3%)

Option A: 4 lanes, buffered bike lanes Option B: 4 lanes, protected bike lanes Option C: 5 lanes, buffered bike lanes

Option D: 5 lanes, protected bike lanes

Question options

Optional question (70 responses, 1 skipped)

Optional question (69 responses, 2 skipped)
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Q8  Gonzaga to Beveland

Q9  Beveland to Red Rock Creek

7 (10.4%)

7 (10.4%)

30 (44.8%)

30 (44.8%)

17 (25.4%)

17 (25.4%)

13 (19.4%)

13 (19.4%)

Option A: 4 lanes, buffered bike lanes, parking on east side only

Option B: 4 lanes, protected bike lanes, parking on east side only

Option C: 5 lanes, buffered bike lanes, parking on east side only

Option D: 5 lanes, protected bike lanes, parking on east side only

Question options

7 (10.0%)

7 (10.0%)

30 (42.9%)

30 (42.9%)

20 (28.6%)

20 (28.6%)

13 (18.6%)

13 (18.6%)

Option A: 3 lanes, buffered bike lanes, parking on both sides Option B: 3 lanes, protected bike lanes, parking on both sides

Option C: 5 lanes, buffered bike lanes, parking on both sides Option D: 5 lanes, protected bike lanes, parking on both sides

Question options

Optional question (67 responses, 4 skipped)

Optional question (70 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q10  Red Rock Creek to Pacific Highway: Which lane configuration is preferred?

Q11  Red Rock Creek to Pacific Highway: Which road crossing is preferred?

25 (36.2%)

25 (36.2%)

44 (63.8%)

44 (63.8%)

2 lanes, buffered bike lanes, no parking 2 lanes, protected bike lanes, no parking

Question options

41 (59.4%)

41 (59.4%)

28 (40.6%)

28 (40.6%)

Undercrossing At-grade crossing

Question options

Optional question (69 responses, 2 skipped)

Optional question (69 responses, 2 skipped)
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Anonymous
4/15/2019 10:12 AM

Please keep as many lanes as possible for MOTOR VEHICLES - we are a

city of cars and trucks - let's keep things moving ... people riding bicycles

create more problems than they solve--there are bike paths in parks and

along Fanno Creek - please do NOT reduce roadways any more!!! And we

also need parking ... not benches and wide sidewalks!

Anonymous
4/22/2019 03:39 PM

Focus on pedestrian / bike / public transportation!

Anonymous
4/22/2019 08:10 PM

RE: making sidewalks a place for people to interact, etc. . .I would argue

against this point of view. As I run and walk along trails and sidewalks on a

regular basis in Tigard, most people keep to themselves, have ear buds in

and simply want to get to where they are going. I would make the sidewalks

safe but I don't think money should be spent on things that try to get

strangers to interact on sidewalks.

Anonymous
4/22/2019 09:13 PM

The way 72nd is configured in your sketches, 72nd at 217 could have up to 5

traffic lanes plus bike and pedestrian lanes but it is showing only 2 vehicle

travel lanes (1 in and 1 out) at Hwy. 99. There are currently 5 lanes plus a

bike lane at Hwy. 99. I think there may be a little congestion with the current

drawings. You are only going to get one shot at this project. You may as well

go for all of the safety features for bike and peds. With all of the traffic that is

expected on 72nd., you want to keep traffic flowing and bikers/peds safe. It

should be friendly, not deadly. Thanks

Anonymous
4/22/2019 11:07 PM

What happens to the existing homes and businesses in the area? There are

tons of empty retail spaces in Tigard Triangle from the old Babies r Us to the

shops near winco and walmart as it is...do we need more commerce or better

lease options to attract long term tenants?

Anonymous
4/22/2019 11:45 PM

I've observed the bike lanes that are next to the sidewalk with cars parking

between the bike lanes and traffic. Can't stand it for several reasons. The top

2 are bikers complaining about trash build up and then you have those bikers

who don't care and can get a bit hazardous with their bicycling. I'd also like to

see enforcement for those that bike against the law if you go that route.

Anonymous
4/23/2019 06:18 PM

last section to pacific highway should be more than 2 lanes, bottleneck ??

Anonymous
4/24/2019 07:59 AM

72nd Avenue needs some leveling and straightening to improve visual line-of-

sight.

Anonymous
4/24/2019 11:53 AM

Traffic in this area at 5pm is quite congested. I think flow of traffic during this

time should be 1st priority, with pedestrian and bike traffic a secondary

consideration.

Anonymous
4/25/2019 10:10 AM

Tigard has 0 miles of protected bike lanes. This shouldn’t even be a

question! They undeniably improve safety, get more people using biking for

transportation, reduce congestion. Reduce emissions. More protected bike

Q12  Is there anything we’ve missed? Anything else we should consider? Please submit any

general questions or comments below.
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lanes everywhere in Tigard.

Anonymous
4/25/2019 03:41 PM

Yes. Area trails tie in with this master plan: 1 - Bike/pedestrian trail from the

Lake Oswego I 217 crossing along I 217 to the area trail along Lowe's

parking lot with on street from Lowe's to trail around Walmart. Complete trail

around COSTCO (with remediation in another area). 2 - Complete

bike/pedestrian trail from Walmart trail North to Tri-met park and ride then

North to HWY 99 W (PH) and I 5. Should complete loop to Rock Creek

Campus on East side of I 5.

Anonymous
4/25/2019 05:19 PM

Do something to manage vehicle speeds on the wider multi-lane areas or

they won't be compatible with the pedestrian oriented uses you envision.

Anonymous
4/25/2019 09:15 PM

Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue appreciates the safety elements being

considered by the City of Tigard. Thanks for all of your efforts. -Chief

Cassandra Ulven

Anonymous
4/30/2019 07:32 AM

More buffered bike lanes in all of Tigard. Protected bike lanes when a

developer is building a new street or when Washington County is upgrading

roads!

Anonymous
4/30/2019 12:08 PM

Please start creating the request for safe speeds on this road. Follow

Portland's lead in standardizing 30mph on arterials

Anonymous
5/01/2019 01:24 PM

Please do not add any additional benches. There is already a very large

homeless population in this area. They setup large homeless camps, sleep

on existing benches, discourage people from walking in several areas of this

& surrounding neighborhoods, and generate a huge amount of litter. This

light rail might add some benefit to this community but it will definitely

increase the number of homeless people in the area and as a result, increase

crime. As is, the City of Tigard and Washington County only disband the

existing homeless camps every few years. I hope heavier police

presence/staffing and increased litter clean up was included in this proposal.

Anonymous
5/01/2019 02:39 PM

You talk about small businesses, but we should be creating something that

would DRAW people to the area, not just an ambiance, but actual destination

places of value that people would go out of their way to attend and spend

money in Tigard, invigorating our economy.

Anonymous
5/01/2019 09:56 PM

pedestrian scale lighting, increased density (up zone), mixed use buildings,

no parking minimum. Make this walk/bike friendly. Lower the speed limit to

30mph. Make the **design** speed match the posted 30mph speed. Ideally

the pedestrian heavy areas should be 20-25mph.

Anonymous
5/01/2019 10:01 PM

This was filled out on behalf of my grandfather. I explained the options and

he picked the ones he wanted. He is stressed crossing anything more than a

3 lane road. None of these options will create the environment he is used to

(European) that makes walking the easy and dominant mode. The designs

here are creating the next Murray Blvd rat run.

Anonymous
5/02/2019 06:31 PM

Re: choice between at-grade or undercrossing. my decision based on the

maintenance and user issues (trash, lighting, poor visibility, shelter use, etc)

that arise from undercrossings

Anonymous
5/03/2019 01:57 PM

Stop building 4 car lane orphan highways. 3 lanes is the maximum (third lane

is for a turn lane). People drag race on 4 lane roads.
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Anonymous
5/03/2019 01:58 PM

Stop building 4 car lane orphan highways. 3 lane is the maximum.

Anonymous
5/03/2019 02:00 PM

Please do not built on-street car parking. Please lower the car parking

minumums and maximums.

Anonymous
5/03/2019 02:05 PM

please plant big street trees. it gets hot with all of the surrounding asphalt

parking lots.

Anonymous
5/04/2019 11:25 AM

BIG MISS !! - spending millions of dollars for developers while making

commuter life miserable for those on the other side of 217 using 72nd street

and Bonita. The Bonita RR tracks are horrible and getting worse; WES

blocks traffic all the time; traffic is growing with nowhere to go, and if MAX

comes through it will be unbearable. It's like the madness of Portland has

come to Tigard. Trying to Force people to use bikes or walk, etc. When I-5

gets backed up, 72nd becomes the "bypass" and clogs badly. Some of our

tax money should be used to make ALL of 72nd tolerable.

Anonymous
5/06/2019 06:41 PM

Make it easier to get around without a car! We have so many grocery stores

but it’s not safe to bike to

Anonymous
5/06/2019 07:23 PM

2 and 3-lane configurations would be plenty. 4 is just inviting more car traffic,

more speeding, and makes everything more dangerous.

Anonymous
5/06/2019 07:44 PM

You won’t have the pedestrian, walkable friendly experience you want with 4

and 5 lane mini highways you are proposing. Two travel lanes and a median

are the only options for pedestrian friendly environments. This entire survey

ignored the tenant of induced / latent demand

Anonymous
5/06/2019 07:49 PM

Make this the safest street to walk and bike in

Optional question (29 responses, 42 skipped)
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